Cross-sectional area at AIP D AIP diameter M 2 Mach number at AIP N Number of nodes in a given mesh P 2avg
Average of 8 AIP static tap pressures P T 2avg
Average of 40 AIP Kulite ® total pressures R Universal gas constant
Tunnel total temperature W 2 Calculated mass flow rate at AIP ∆s Distance measured between neighboring grid points γ Ratio of specific heats L /D S-Duct length to AIP diameter ratio P T 2 /P T 0 Ratio of total pressure at AIP to freestream total pressure y + Dimensionless distance from wall boundaries DPCP Circumferential distortion intensity DPRP Radial distortion intensity I. Introduction T he 3 rd AIAA 3 rd Propulsion Aerodynamics Workshop (PAW03) preceded the 52 nd AIAA/SAE/ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference hosted in Salt Lake City, UT in July 2016.
1 The workshop is organized by the AIAA Air-Breathing Propulsion System Integration Technical Committee. As with earlier workshops, [2] [3] [4] [5] its primary focus is on assessing the accuracy of existing computer codes and modeling strategies in simulating unsteady and steady-state aerodynamics of complex inlet and nozzle exhaust flows of interest to the propulsion community. The workshop provides an impartial forum to present numerical results with measured empirical data for benchmark inlet and nozzle cases, exchange ideas, and evaluate the effectiveness of CFD codes and modeling techniques.
In the workshop, flow through a diffusing serpentine inlet was analyzed. Eight participants submitted datasets comprising three separate inlet configurations and a set of four flow conditions. Results submitted include 77 baseline S-Duct, 29 S-Duct with Aerodynamic Interface Plane (AIP) instrumentation, and 43 S-Duct with flow control devices modeled. An overview and summary of the workshop is given by Winkler and Davis. 6 Workshop participants quantified S-Duct results in terms of total pressure recovery, P T 2 /P T 0 , as well as steady-state and dynamic distortion.
7 When compared to experimental data, preliminary results collected from participants showed a nontrivial amount of scatter. For example, total pressure recovery values collected from workshop participants showed a 3% spread in values reported despite participants using the same set of computational grids. Results showed that the presence of the AIP rake assembly significantly influenced the flow field, but there remains some unresolved issues as to where and how the flow field should be surveyed. In other words, accurate numerical prediction of total pressure for these realistic diffusing S-Duct internal flows continues to be a challenge for computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Many factors are necessary for a CFD calculation to reliably predict such flows including accurate representation of the geometry, sufficient grid resolution, and proper turbulence modeling.
This paper describes the basic contributions of the NASA FUN3D solver 8 to PAW03 for the diffusing S-Duct. The principal results were similar to other workshop contributions and do not add any further insights beyond what was learned at the workshop collectively. Therefore, this work examines the effect of output-based, off-body grid adaptation applied to the S-Duct as this technique is believed to be an important enabler for improved CFD predictions. This paper is organized as follows. The FUN3D solver is described first. Then output-based grid adaptation as implemented in FUN3D is outlined. The PAW03 cases are summarized in Section IV, and results are included in Section V. This work shows the importance of grid adaptation for predicting important features of diffusing S-Duct flow fields and ultimately provides an improved prediction of total pressure at the AIP.
II. FUN3D Flow Solver

FUN3D
9, 10 is a finite-volume Navier-Stokes solver in which the flow variables are stored at the vertices or nodes of the mesh (i.e., node-centered). FUN3D solves the equations on mixed-element grids of tetrahedra, prisms, pyramids, and hexahedra. The code also supports two-dimensional structured (regular) grids and irregular grids composed of arbitrary mixtures of triangles and quadrilaterals. For tetrahedral meshes, the full viscous fluxes are discretized using a finite-volume formulation in which the required velocity gradients on the dual faces are computed using the Green-Gauss theorem. On tetrahedral meshes this is equivalent to a Galerkin type approximation. For nontetrahedral meshes, the same Green-Gauss approach can lead to odd-even decoupling; a pure edge-based approach can be used, but yields only approximate viscous terms. Thus for nontetrahedral meshes, the edge-based gradients are combined with Green-Gauss gradients, which improves the h-ellipticity of the operator and allows the complete viscous stresses to be evaluated. 11 This formulation results in a discretization of the full Navier-Stokes equations.
At interfaces between neighboring control volumes, the inviscid fluxes are computed using an approximate Riemann solver based on values on either side of the interface. While FUN3D includes several convective flux schemes, Roe's flux difference splitting 12 is used in the current study. For second-order accuracy, interface values are obtained via extrapolation of control volume centroidal values based on gradients computed at mesh vertices by using an unweighted least-squares technique. FUN3D also includes a number of flux reconstruction limiters, but none were used in this study.
The solution at each time-step is updated with a backwards Euler time-integration scheme. At each time step, the linear system of equations is approximately solved with either a multicolor point-implicit technique or an implicit-line relaxation scheme.
13 Local time-step scaling is employed to accelerate convergence to steady state. For turbulent flows, several models are available within FUN3D. Menter's two-equation SST turbulence model 14 is used for results computed on the workshop-supplied grids; however, only the loosely coupled Spalart-Allmaras model 15 is supported by the adjoint solver used in this study.
III. Output-Based Grid Adaptation
A common technique that aids in reducing numerical error is by changing the mesh in response to the developing flow solution and commonly referred to as adaptive mesh refinement. AMR techniques encompass a variety of different implementations. For example, feature-based adaptation increases mesh resolution where a variable of some characteristic feature in the solution is determined to be larger than average. An alternative method to feature-based adaptation is an output-based (adjoint) method that constructs an error estimate to improve the calculation of a specific engineering cost function, such as stagnation pressure and engine inflow distortion. The discrete adjoint formulation of the governing flow equations has been developed to provide sensitivity derivatives of output functionals to design variables. These adjoint equations are able to also provide a linear relationship between a distribution of local truncation error estimates and a particular output function. Therefore, the output-based grid adaptation method requires solution of both the governing flow equations and corresponding discrete adjoint equations.
16-18
The linear adjoint equations are solved in FUN3D with a dual-consistent time-marching method. 13 The flow field adjoint equations are solved in an exact dual manner, which ultimately guarantees an asymptotic convergence rate that is identical to the primal problem and costate variables that are discretely adjoint at every iteration of the solution process. To improve adjoint iterative convergence and stability, a generalized conjugate residual (GCR) scheme 19 is used with the standard multicolor point-implicit procedure as search directions.
The current output-based adaptation method implemented in FUN3D is based on the 2-D output-based error estimation adaptation scheme developed by Venditti and Darmofal, 20 which uses an embedded grid. This method has been expanded to 3-D 21 and implemented in a parallel framework 22 for use with FUN3D flow and adjoint solutions. The embedded grid necessary for the Venditti error estimator can be prohibitively large for 3-D problems (eight times the original grid), which can limit the problem size of the output adaptive method. To avoid this limitation, a single-grid error estimation procedure has been developed and compared to the embedded-grid procedure for Euler problems 18 and turbulent simulations. 23 The current study uses the single-grid error estimator.
Venditti 24 developed a procedure to calculate a new grid spacing request from the adaptive indicator and a user-specified error tolerance. The anisotropy of mesh elements is based on a scaled Mach Hessian where the element size in the smallest spacing direction is dictated by the output-based spacing request. 24 This scaled Hessian is expressed as a metric, which is used by the adaptive grid mechanics. A constant-complexity scaling 25 can optionally be applied to this metric to allow the user to directly specify the size of the adapted grid. This size can be set to obtain an optimal grid that is computable with available resources.
In this study, the parallel grid mechanics described by Park and Darmofal 26 are used to modify the grid. The adaptation mechanics have only been implemented for tetrahedra. The local elemental operators, which include parallel insertion and movement of nodes, collapsing and swapping cells, and anisotropic stretching are used to iteratively drive the edge lengths to unity in the scaled Hessian. The grid adaptation mechanics are unable to preserve the structure of anisotropic tetrahedra typically used near highly curved solid wall boundaries to resolve the viscous boundary layer region. The discretization in FUN3D is more accurate for semistructured right-angle tetrahedra in the boundary layer. To avoid these issues, the near wall boundary layer grid is frozen during the adaptation process. For this study, the grid is fixed an equivalent distance that equates to a y + of approximately 300, or the middle of the log layer.
IV. Propulsion Aerodynamics Workshop S-Duct Cases
The diffusing serpentine inlet modeled by workshop participants comes from the Inlet Flow Control and Prediction Technologies for Embedded Propulsion Systems (IFCPT) NASA technical report. 27 Test data was acquired at the Georgia Institute of Technology Transonic tunnel. Air was induced from ambient room conditions through the diffuser by creating low pressure downstream with a vacuum pump. For the workshop, three separate S-Duct configurations and a set of four flow conditions were defined for participants to evaluate. In addition to the baseline inlet configuration, a second configuration modeled the S-Duct with 40-probe AIP instrumentation hardware while a third configuration incorporated a set of flow control devices used to induce flow separation in the offset diffuser's adverse pressure gradient turn. These two inlet configurations are illustrated in Fig. 2 on the next page.
Flow conditions provided for workshop participants to run are listed in Table 1 on the following page. The first two in the list correspond to conditions reported for the baseline S-Duct and S-Duct with AIP. The There was a discrepancy with how mass flow rate values in Table 1 were reported by the test and how they were used by PAW03 participants. The test values were computed by using static and total pressure measurements to compute a Mach number as in Eq. (1).
Using this computed value for Mach number at the AIP with the AIP cross-sectional area (radius of 2.5 inches), the mass flow rate values were calculated as in Eq. (2).
However, most CFD codes don't implement or automate prescribing mass flow at exit boundaries in this way; so some discrepancy exists between the reported test mass flow values and the mass flow used by workshop participants. Given this mismatch, some variance between computed values for total pressure recovery and test data is expected. Additionally, two AIP rakes were used in testing, and the rake geometry provided by PAW03 was not used at the specific test points corresponding to flow conditions listed in Table 1 . Some slight differences between the two rakes exist that could potentially cause some additional variation between test and numerical results. A comparison of workshop-supplied grids is shown in Table 2 on the next page. Solutions computed using these grids and FUN3D are employed to compare output-based grid adapted results prepared in this study with test data. For the baseline S-Duct configuration both structured/hexahedral and mixed-element unstructured grids were provided. For both the S-Duct with AIP and S-Duct with flow control vanes cases, only mixed-element unstructured grids were supplied. All of the grids in Table 2 on the following page are half-symmetry meshes with the exception of the S-Duct with AIP grids, which use full-symmetry. A more complete overview of the mesh generation techniques used in creating the workshop-supplied grids is given by Winkler and Davis. Initial grids used for output-based grid adaptation were created using the Pointwise ® mesh generation software. Geometry processing was performed on a set of workshop-supplied geometry models provided in the form of IGES files. 28 After importing these geometry files into Pointwise, watertight solid models 29 were created using surface edge tolerances less than the smallest required mesh spacing as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Single watertight solid models for each inlet configuration were created in Pointwise by using the bellmouth adapter, IFCPT S-Duct, AIP, and 5D extension surfaces with a maximum edge tolerance of 0.0091 inches. After solid model assembly was completed, each model was split along a constant y = 0 plane to leverage model symmetry and reduce the initial grid size. Further geometry processing involved defining regions within each solid model where additional surface meshing control was desired or hard feature edges existed. Regions such as these, referred to as quilts, 29 are illustrated for the baseline IFCPT S-Duct after quilt assembly has been completed in Fig. 4 . In Pointwise, each quilt will be meshed using a single 2-D surface grid entity referred to as a domain. An initial triangulated surface mesh with average ∆s grid spacing varying between 0.75 inches in the bellmouth to 0.25 inches in the S-Duct and 5D extension was created. Additional isotropic grid refinement with average ∆s spacing of 0.025 inches was used to add resolution in regions near the AIP instrumentation and flow control vanes for the S-Duct with AIP and S-Duct with flow control vanes cases, respectively.
Given that the grid adaptation mechanics in FUN3D suffer some robustness problems when performing highly anisotropic adaptation near curved boundaries, coupled with the desire to adequately resolve the viscous boundary layer, four layers of prisms were extruded from the triangulated surface meshes by using an algebraic extrusion technique with optimization-based smoothing. 30 An initial wall normal cell height was specified using a y + = 1 distance of 9.11 × 10 5 inches, which was determined to be the smallest spacing required of the flow conditions listed in Table 1 on page 5. A geometric growth rate factor of 1.2 was applied as prism layers were marched normal to wall boundaries. From the extent of this prism extrusion, an anisotropic tetrahedral extrusion (T-Rex) advancing layer technique 31 was employed to advance right-angled tetrahedra to isotropy by using the adjacent normal cell height from the last extruded prism layer and constant 1.2 growth factor. A comparison of grid sizes for these initial meshes along with their reported maximum cell skewness is shown in Table 3 . A y-symmetry boundary condition was applied to all points lying along a constant y = 0 plane. A prescribed mass outflow boundary condition, where the static pressure is varied to match a user-specified target mass flow value, was applied to points along the exit of the 5D extension. Constant total pressure and total temperature conditions were prescribed at the bellmouth inlet. All points constrained to wall boundaries were set to an adiabatic, no-slip condition. Separate initial conditions for the x-component of velocity were applied to flow within the bellmouth contraction and flow downstream due to the large change in cross-sectional area.
V. Results
Steady-state Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes solutions for each of the structured/hexahedral and mixedelement unstructured workshop-supplied grids were computed using FUN3D to compare with solutions computed by using an output-based mesh adaptation approach. Menter's two-equation SST turbulence model was used instead of the single-equation SA model that was used in computing the output-based grid adaptation solutions due to limited turbulence modeling support in FUN3D's adjoint solver.
Contours of Mach number are shown for the workshop-supplied grids in Fig. 5 from solutions on the finest grid refinement level provided. A large change in the cross-sectional area in the vicinity of the AIP instrumentation hardware causes flow to separate and propagate to the exit boundary in all but the S-Duct with AIP configurations. This issue emphasizes the importance of either modeling the AIP instrumentation during numerical experments, or modifying the inlet's Inner Mold Line (IML) to maintain consistency in the cross-sectional area distribution between numerical and test configurations. Fig. 6 on the following page shows contours of total pressure recovery plotted at the AIP for each of the workshop-supplied grids for the baseline S-Duct and S-Duct with AIP cases. The total pressure recovery patterns show a low pressure region located at the twelve o'clock position due to the flow separation formed in both coarser structured/hexahedral and mixed-element grids. This is an artifact of cell volumes neighboring the separated region being too large; and as the mesh is refined further, the low pressure region disappears. As one would expect, this separation bubble doesn't appear at all in the S-Duct with AIP cases, and further demonstrates the importance of including all influential geometry components when comparing numerical and empirical results.
Total pressure recovery values reported in Fig. 6 on the next page are computed by surveying total pressure at prescribed x-, y-, and z-locations corresponding to the centers of each AIP rake probe. In the case of the S-Duct with AIP, these x-, y-, and z-coordinates are boundary points instead of points within the volume. An average over the 40 total pressure values is then computed, and the result is normalized by freestream total pressure. The x-, y-, and z-coordinates aren't necessarily collocated with grid points; so some interpolation between neighboring points is done by the solver. Computed total pressure recovery values for the cases in which the AIP instrumentation is not modeled are noticeably higher than the given test value for flow condition 1 of P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9784. Computed total pressure recovery is higher than the reported experimental value primarily as a result of not modeling the total pressure loss associated with the AIP rake assembly. However, there are some other possible factors that contribute to the difference between computed and empirical values for each of these cases. For example, some slight variation exists between the prescribed mass flow rate in computed results, the mass flow rate surveyed at the AIP, and mass flow rate reported from the test. Even small changes in mass flow rate can directly influence total pressure recovery surveyed at the AIP. To circumvent this issue, practitioners typically simulate a number of conditions while varying the mass flow prescribed at the exit boundary to evaluate the inlet over a range of conditions. The last source of error is due to the discretization error in the functional value. When one observes the difference (7.5% in the case of the finest workshop-supplied grid) in total pressure recovery between the S-Duct with AIP case and the nominal test result, this error can be a considerable component of the overall error in the computed results that output-based mesh adaptation helps resolve.
Using the initial grids described in Section IV, 10 adaptation cycles are run for each inlet configuration in which both flow and adjoint solvers are run, an error estimate of total pressure at the AIP is evaluated, and the grid adapted in response. A constant y = 0.01 inch cut of the initial and final adapted meshes for each case is shown in Fig. 7 . For each case, a constant-complexity-scaling factor was applied and linearly varied over the course of 10 adaptation cycles from N /2 to 10.5 × 10 6 to drive adaptation on coarser grids initially and limit the optimal grid size to something that would would fit within available computing resources. This adaptation factor is plotted against adaptation cycle in Fig. 8 on the next page. The ratio of the number of nodes to the complexity is near 2, which is expected by theory 25 and numerical experiments. Table 4 on page 12 lists total pressure recovery, mass flow, and steady-state distortion values from computed output-based mesh adapted solutions for each of the three cases. Here DPCP and DPRP are the circumferential and radial distortion intensity, respectively. The circumferential distortion intensity describes the magnitude of the pressure defect for each ring of the AIP rake assembly, and is calculated by Eq. (3).
Here PAV is the ring-average pressure, PAVLOW is an average over any probes within a given ring that are below the ring average pressure, and i is the ring number. The radial distortion intensity describes the difference between ring-average pressure and face-average pressure for each ring. Both positive and negative values of radial intensity are considered where positive values represent an average ring pressure that is below the face average pressure. DPCP and DPRP values ranging from 1 to 5 in Table 4 on the next page correspond to ring averages beginning with the innermost ring, or hub, and proceeding radially outward towards the outermost ring, or tip.
Mesh independence for the total pressure recovery functional was evaluated for both solutions computed on workshop-supplied and output-based mesh adapted grids. Results are shown in Fig. 9 on page 13 . Along the abscissa, a substitute for the square of the characteristic grid spacing is plotted, where N is the number of grid nodes within a given mesh. For a 3-D problem, the characteristic grid length can be represented as N 1 /3 per Roache.
33 It is not apparent that an asymptotic range is being approached as the mesh is refined for any of the workshop-supplied grids. This suggests that additional grid refinement may be needed. Formally, for a second-order scheme, there is a linear change in error versus the square of grid spacing for a consistently refined set of meshes.
A linear slope is an indication of the order of accuracy for a simulation. Particularly for the set of workshop-supplied grids, a linear trend is difficult to discern as the meshes for each configuration are refined. This nonlinearity may be due to irregular grid refinement, or additional features being resolved within the flow as the mesh is systematically refined. The NASA IFCPT report 27 indicates total pressure recovery for flow conditions 1 and 3 as P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9784 and P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9638, respectively. Results for the baseline S-Duct show a 0.65% disparity in total pressure recovery between this test value and the value listed in Table 4 on the next page computed using output-based Similarly, a 1.57% difference exists between the reported test value and the output-based mesh adaptation result for the S-Duct with Vanes case. This is primarily attributed to not resolving the pressure loss due to the AIP rake assembly and introducing a localized flow separation as a result of the change in cross-sectional area distribution in both cases. Given that the AIP instrumentation is not being modeled in either of these cases, and it has a significant influence on the functional being evaluated, an estimate for what this value would be can be derived. Assuming second-order accuracy, one can extrapolate the output-based mesh adapted results to N −( 2 /3) = 0 to estimate an exact value for P T 2 /P T 0 given an infinitely refined mesh. From the baseline S-Duct case, this extrapolated value of N −( 2 /3) = 0 is P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9851. From this, the percent difference in the computed functional value for the output-based mesh adaptation case is only 0.02%. Because the results computed on the workshop-supplied grids were run using a different turbulence model, they aren't expected to have the same N −( 2 /3) = 0 extrapolation. Performing similar extrapolations for the structured/hexahedral and unstructured mixed-element grids separately yields estimates for an exact total pressure recovery value as P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9892 and P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9868, respectively. Similarly, for the structured/hexahedral workshop-supplied grids the percent difference in the computed functional value is 0.28%; whereas, for the unstructured mixed-element meshes it is 0.42%. These results for the baseline S-Duct highlight the advantage of output-based, off-body mesh adaptation in predicting the functional value.
For the S-Duct with Vanes case, extrapolating to N −( 2 /3) = 0 for the adapted grid results yields P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9790, which results in a 0.05% difference between computed and exact values. For the workshopsupplied grids, the estimated exact value from extrapolation is P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9858. The computed value for total pressure recovery on the finest workshop-supplied grid level for the S-Duct with Vanes case was P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9840, which results in a change of 0.18%. For both S-Duct configurations the prediction of the functional value is considerably improved when using output-based mesh adaptation.
The S-Duct with AIP case allows for the most direct comparisons between the reported test value and computed results in total pressure recovery. For this particular configuration, there is only a difference of 0.054% between measured and prescribed W 2 . Only a 0.03% difference exists between the experimental pressure recovery reported ( P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9784) and the output-based mesh adaptation computed value ( P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9781). This compares with a 7.5% difference between the experimental value and the finest grid refinement level from the workshop-supplied grid ( P T 2 /P T 0 = 0.9037).
Although steady-state distortion parameters were not the focus of this study, an engine inflow distortion cost function has been recently added to FUN3D. 34 The experimental DPCP AVG steady-state distortion value reported for flow condition 1 was 0.058. Comparing this value with output-based mesh adaptation using total pressure as the functional yields a difference of 14.4%. This demonstrates how an optimal grid for one functional isn't necessarily suitable for accurate prediction of another engineering cost function. 
VI. Conclusions
Contributions of the unstructured Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes code FUN3D to the 3 rd AIAA CFD Propulsion Aerodynamics Workshop were described, and detailed comparisons were made with experimental data on three separate diffusing IFCPT S-Duct configurations. A grid convergence study was performed on workshop-supplied grids that showed additional grid refinement was likely needed due to nonlinear convergence behavior where total pressure recovery was not observed approaching an asymptotic range. Output-based, off-body grid adaptation was applied to each of the three S-Duct configurations to explore automated grid refinement and improved CFD prediction of total pressure recovery surveyed at the AIP. The computations with output-based grids follow the latest innovations in CFD applied to complex internal flow applications and represent active development at the leading edge of CFD capabilities.
The results of the current computational study point to the need for proper representation of all influential geometry components. Drawing comparisons between experimental and numerical values is particularly challenging when influential components such as the AIP rake assembly are omitted. In the case where the AIP rake assembly was included, output-based, off-body grid adaptation results compared very favorably with experimental data-much more so than results obtained using the workshop-supplied grids that did not include the AIP rake assembly. Another compounding effect involved correctly matching the computed mass flow rate through the inlet diffuser with the experimental values. Given the influence mass flow rate has on many propulsion aerodynamic performance metrics, accurately predicting the flow field at a single point can be especially challenging. Particular attention is needed to determine how mass flow rate is reported when used as a reference, and corrections should be applied to prescribed exit boundary conditions as needed. As a workaround, workshop participants could be encouraged to submit a set of results computed at various mass flow conditions for future workshops. Lastly, some additional work is needed to determine how best to survey total pressure-whether to survey the flow at single points as was done in the current study, compute an area-weighted average over each Kulite ® pressure probe face, or something else. A considerable improvement in accurately predicting total pressure recovery was observed when using output-based grid adaptation techniques versus the workshop supplied grids. The use of grid adaptation will undoubtedly be an important component in accurately predicting engineering metrics of importance in the future. The ability to automatically add grid resolution in areas of the flow field where it is needed removes the need for often time-consuming, human-driven mesh generation and economizes computational resources. 
